SENSITIVITY TO PALATALIZED SEQUENCES DOES NOT TRANSFER TO NON-NATIVE PALATALIZED CONTRASTS
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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the acquisition of the /CjV/-/CijV/ palatalized contrasts in Russian by sixteen Japanese speakers of low or high level of proficiency. The Russian palatalized sequences contrast from each other by the duration of the F2 steady state, a cue used by Japanese speakers to distinguish /CV/ from /CiV/ in their native language. Considering their sensitivity to this cue and their longer Russian experience, high proficiency learners were expected to produce the novel contrast /CjV/-/CijV/ more accurately than the low proficiency group. The results revealed that all learners could make a distinction between /CV/ and /CijV/, possibly by producing the latter sequence as /CijV/ or /CijV/ to make it conform to Japanese phonotactics, while neither group could significantly contrast /CjV/ from /CijV/. Hence, prior sensitivity to the duration of the F2 steady state in their native language did not facilitate the acquisition of non-native palatalized contrasts by Japanese speakers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Russian features a three-way palatalized contrast, with /CV/ as in /sudla/ ‘judging’ (adverbial participle, present), /CjV/ as in /sudija/ ‘judge’, and /CijV/ as in /sudijja/ ‘judge’ (archaic). These sequences are acoustically contrasted from each other by the length of the F2 steady state before the formant transition, with /CjV/ having a longer steady state than /CV/ [10], and /CijV/ exhibiting a longer steady state than /CjV/ [4]. Palatalized sequences may be challenging for second language (L2) learners to contrast if their first language (L1) lacks palatalized segments (e.g., [4]). Conversely, learners who can use the length of the F2 steady state contrastively in their L1 may show a facilitation effect for the acquisition of the Russian palatalized contrasts. The current study evaluates this hypothesis with Japanese speakers classified into two levels of proficiency in Russian (low and high). All learners were expected to contrast the palatalized contrast /CV/-/CjV/, possibly by replacing the illicit /Cij/ sequence by /Cij/ or /Cij/. Provided that L2 experience may have an effect on the acoustic realization of L2 contrasts [5], and that they should already be sensitive to the critical acoustic cue that distinguishes the Russian palatalized sequences, the high proficiency learners were expected to produce a distinction between /CijV/ and /CijV/.

Japanese features palatalized /CV/ sequences [1, 8], such as /ku:/ ‘immediate’, which contrast with /CijV/ sequences, such as /kiju:/ ‘groundless fears’. Since this contrast exists in Japanese, the production of the /CV/-/CijV/ contrast in Russian was not analyzed in the current study. In addition, a sequence such as /CV/ in Japanese is contrasted from the sequence /CiV/ by the length of the F2 steady state before the formant transition, where a steady state of less than 50ms is generally perceived as the presence of a glide [11]. Hence, Japanese speakers are sensitive to the difference of the length of the F2 steady state to make contrast in their L1, which may facilitate the acquisition of non-native palatalized contrasts.

On the other hand, Japanese phonotactics do not allow consonant clusters, such as /CC/ or /CC/. In order to avoid these clusters, Japanese speakers are known to use vowel epenthesis in loanword adaptation [6], where a word like ‘grapefruit’ /greipfruit/ in English is usually adapted as /gurepuuru:tsu/. When /C/ is included in the cluster, the palatalization may be replaced by a full vowel /i/, resulting in the sequence /Ci/ instead. This adaptation is observed in Russian loanword in Japanese, where the word /arxangelsk/ ‘Arkhangelsk (a city in Russia)’ is adapted as /aruhangansuku/ [9]. Hence, the Russian sequence /CijV/ may be produced by the L2 learners as either /CijV/ or /CijV/ if they cannot produce the sequence as /CijV/.

Accordingly, our first hypothesis was that the /CV/-/CjV/ contrast should be produced contrastively by all learners, whether the sequence /CjV/ is produced properly, with an epenthetic vowel or with the palatalization replaced by a full vowel (in the latter two cases the F2 steady state would be lengthen and the length of the vocalic interval would be close to that of the /CijV/ sequence). Our second hypothesis was that low proficiency learners would be unable to contrast the /CijV/-/CijV/ sequences as they are expected to adapt the /CijV/ sequence to
Japanese phonotactics. Conversely, the high proficiency learners were expected to make some contrast in the duration of the glide+vowel interval between /CjV/ and /CijV/, provided that prior sensitivity to the length of the F2 steady state in their L1 facilitates the acquisition of L2 contrasts.

2. METHOD

2.1. Participants

Nine native Russian speakers aged 24-34 (five males, mean: 26.9, SD: 3.3), and 16 native Japanese speakers learning Russian aged 19-23 (mean: 21.4, SD: 1.1), took part in the experiment. None of the participants reported any history of speech or hearing impairment. A monetary compensation was given for their participation.

The Japanese participants were divided into two proficiency groups: 7 were assigned to the low proficiency group (six males), and 9 to the high proficiency group (one male). Their proficiency level was determined by their length of Russian education. The participants assigned to the low proficiency group had no more than 2 years of Russian education (mean: 1.4 year, SD: 0.6), while the participants assigned to the high proficiency group had at least 2.5 years of Russian education (mean: 3.9 years, SD: 1.3). Six high proficiency learners had experienced studying in a Russian-speaking region (mean: 5.6 months, SD: 4.8).

2.2. Stimuli

The stimuli for the production experiment consisted of eight target nonsense words, shown in Table 1, mixed with eleven non-palatalized filler words. The /CV/ - /CjV/ - /CijV/ words should be stressed on the first syllable, while the /CijV/ words should be stressed on the second syllable to prevent vowel reduction of an unstressed vowel (in Russian, unstressed /a/ and /ja/ are pronounced as [i] or [i] [8]). Each word was presented in the carrier sentence /ona skazala ___ op'at'/ meaning ‘she said ___ again’, with the target word underlined, and stress overtly marked except for /Cjlo/ - /Cjlo/ - /Cijlo/ words, since /o/ and /jlo/ are obligatorily stressed [8]. The words were presented to participants in the Russian orthography, which distinguishes the palatalization contrasts (e.g., бла for /bada/, была for /bjadja/, биыла for /bijadja/, and бела for /boda/).

The voiced plosive /b/ was selected for the onset consonant because bilabial consonants do not include any other movements than palatal glide in coarticulation and therefore the behavior of the palatal glide is easier to observe [10]. The vowels /a/ and /o/ were chosen because they are common in both Japanese and Russian. Note that only the /CV/-/CjV/ and /CjV/-/CijV/ contrasts were analyzed, as we were interested in whether the Japanese speakers could make any duration difference between these two contrasts, as justified in the introduction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>CjV</th>
<th>CijV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bada</td>
<td>bjada</td>
<td>bijada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boda</td>
<td>bjoda</td>
<td>bijoda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Procedure

The participants were recorded with a Shure SM10A low-impedance, unidirectional dynamic microphone at 44.100Hz, in a sound-proof booth at The University of Tokyo, directly to Macbook Pro computer using Praat [3]. The nineteen words used for the experiment were embedded in the carrier sentence and shown to participants in a pseudo-random order one at a time using Microsoft Office PowerPoint. The participants were asked to read all 19 sentences contained in a block, and there were 5 blocks in total (i.e., the 19 sentences were presented 5 times). The speaker had to press a key on the computer keyboard to move on to the next slide (sentence) within a block, but a researcher was in charge to start each new block. Between blocks, the speaker could take a short break. A total of 750 target samples were produced by the speakers, of which 28 were rejected because they were mispronounced (25 speakers x 6 target words x 5 trials = 750 – 28 misread tokens = 722 tokens for analyses).

2.4. Analysis

Dividing the palatalized sequence into the F2 steady state and transition may be unreliable in some cases. Assuming that the duration of a syllable is proportional to the duration of the palatal glide included in the syllable [12, 14], we decided to measure the intervals from the onset of the stop release to the end of the vowel of the target syllable (i.e., excluding the stop closure). For instance, the region measured in the sequence /b'a/ corresponds to region 1 in Figure 1, which shows a spectrogram of the sequence /bada opat'/ produced by a Russian speaker. In order to cancel the possible effect of speech rate, the duration of region 1 was divided by the duration of region 2, which is equivalent to /pa/ (without the stop closure) in the last word /opat'/. The measurements were done in Praat [3]. The resulting ratios were used in the statistical analyses.

LME (linear mixed-effect model) was used for the statistical analyses. A two by two model was adopted, with Glide Type and Group (low vs. high; low vs.
native; high vs. native) as factors, and the ratios as dependent values. The random factors were participants and items. Backward selection [2] was used for the best-fit model selection.

**Figure 1:** Spectrogram of the sequence /b ada opa ti/ produced by a female Russian speaker. Ratio were region 1 (glide-vowel portion of /ba/) divided by region 2 (glide-vowel portion of /pa/).

3. RESULTS

As shown in Figure 2, the ratio of /CjV/ is larger than that of /CV/ in all groups, meaning the interval was produced longer in the /CjV/ sequences. The LME models with Glide Type (/CV/-/CjV/) and Group found a significant main effect of Glide Type in all of the analyses reported in Table 2. No significant Glide Type x Group interaction were found in any of the group comparisons, suggesting no difference in performance between the groups. Simple main effect tests were further conducted and revealed that the effect of Glide Type (/CV/-/CjV/) was significant in all groups (low: p < 0.05; high: p < 0.001; native: p < 0.001), suggesting that all groups were able to make a contrast between these sequences.

**Table 2:** LME results /CV/ vs. /CjV/ (Glide Type).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group = low vs high</td>
<td>1.415636</td>
<td>0.048434</td>
<td>15.9415</td>
<td>29.228</td>
<td>2.83E-15 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide Type</td>
<td>0.447672</td>
<td>0.058656</td>
<td>15.62648</td>
<td>7.635</td>
<td>1.18E-06 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide Type x Group</td>
<td>0.004063</td>
<td>0.122563</td>
<td>15.09586</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** Difference in ratio between the low (left), and high proficiency learners (middle), and native Russian speakers (right) on the /CV/ and /CjV/ contrast. Error bar represents confidential interval.

Conversely, as seen in Figure 3, neither the low nor the high proficiency group was able to contrast /CjV/ from /CijV/. The Japanese groups performed similarly to each other, but differently from native Russian speakers.

**Table 3:** LME results /CV/ vs. /CjV/ (Glide Type).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group = low vs high</td>
<td>1.67216</td>
<td>0.07012</td>
<td>11.61435</td>
<td>23.846</td>
<td>3.16E-11 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide Type</td>
<td>0.07256</td>
<td>0.04394</td>
<td>14.53082</td>
<td>1.651</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>0.02122</td>
<td>0.14933</td>
<td>9.14027</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide Type x Group</td>
<td>-0.01504</td>
<td>0.01916</td>
<td>13.53696</td>
<td>-0.164</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3:** Difference in ratio between the low (left) and high proficiency learners (middle), and native Russian speakers (right) on the /CjV/ and /CijV/ contrast. Error bar represents confidential interval.

The LME models with Glide Type (/CjV/-/CijV/) and Group found a significant Glide Type x Group interaction effect and a significant main effect of
Glide Type in the Group comparison with native speakers, as reported in Table 3. Simple main effect test conducted with regards to the significant interaction effect indicates that the main effect of Glide Type is significant only in native speakers (p < 0.001). Additionally, no significant interaction effect was found in the comparison of the low proficiency and high proficiency learners (p = 0.872).

4. DISCUSSION

It was hypothesized that both low and high proficiency Japanese learners of Russian would be able to produce a significant contrast in glide-vowel duration between the sequence /CV/—which exists in their L1—and the sequence /CjV/—which do not exist in their L1 and may accordingly be realized as /CjV/ or /CjV/ to fit Japanese phonotactic constraints (and hence, may exhibit a longer glide+vowel duration than /CV/). The significant main effects of Glide Type in group comparisons and in each group separately support this hypothesis and suggest that both low and high proficiency learners could make a duration contrast between these two palatalized sequences.

It was further hypothesized that a difference would be observed between the low proficiency and high proficiency group on the production of the /CjV/-/CijV/ contrast based on their length of Russian experience. Japanese speakers with more Russian experience—the high proficiency group—were expected to make a significantly larger contrast in glide+vowel duration than the low proficiency group. However, the results do not concur with this hypothesis: The lack of significant effect of Glide Type in each group of learners suggests that neither the low proficiency nor the high proficiency learners could differentiate the /CjV/- /CijV/ contrast in production. Furthermore, the significant effect of Glide Type x Group interaction in low vs. native and high vs. native comparisons indicates that both groups of learners performed differently from native Russian speakers.

The fact that both low proficiency and high proficiency learners could produce a difference between the sequences /CV/ and /CjV/ but not between /CjV/ and /CijV/ suggests no effect of language experience on the production of the Russian palatalized sequences by Japanese speakers in the current tested conditions. And this, despite the fact that Japanese listeners are presumably sensitive to the critical acoustic cue that serve to make the palatalized contrasts (the duration of the F2 steady state, which should impact the duration of the glide+vowel interval, measured as region 1 in our experiment). However, the present study was based only on the measurement of the duration of the glide+vowel interval. Detailed analyses looking at the length of the F2 steady state and shape of the F2 transition and other possible correlates (e.g., pitch) may provide different results. In particular, it could confirm whether the sequence /CjV/ was realized by the learners with vowel epenthesis or with the replacement of palatalization with a full vowel.

Nevertheless, the current results concur with some previous studies. For instance, language experience was found to have no effect on the production of English vowels by adult Japanese speakers after one year of immersion in an English-speaking country [13]. While the current study suggests, furthermore, that the amount of formal language education has little effect on the production of L2 contrasts, intensive phonetic training appears to provide different results. For instance, about half of the Japanese young adults trained with the English high front vowel contrast were able to contrast the vowels after only two to five hours of phonetic training [7]. These results contrast with the results of Oh et al. [13] and the current results, where the L2 learners presumably have been exposed to a considerably larger amount of hours in the L2. Hence, a focus on the acoustic forms may be required in order to change the perception and production of L2 contrasts, even when the learners are sensitive, to some extent, to the critical acoustic cue that serves to contrast the target non-native sequences.

5. CONCLUSION

This study looked at the effect of formal L2 education on the production of Russian palatalized sequences by native Japanese speakers divided into low proficiency and high proficiency group based on their length of Russian education. It was hypothesized that both groups should be able to contrast the /CV/ and /CjV/ sequences, while the high proficiency group should produce the /CjV/ and /CijV/ contrast more accurately than the low proficiency group. Unlike the study by Oh et al. [13], which found no effect of language experience for adult learners, an effect of language experience was expected in our study based on the assumption that Japanese speakers should already be sensitive to the duration of the F2 steady state, which serve to contrast the Russian palatalized sequences. While the /CV/ and /CjV/ contrast was produced contrastively by both groups of learners, the /CjV/ and /CijV/ contrast was not contrasted by either group of learners. These results suggest no effect of length of language education on the production of a non-native contrast, even when the learners are presumably sensitive to the cue that serves to contrast the novel segments.
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